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INTRODUCTION
The identification and protection of the historic environment is an important function of the planning
system and is done through the designation of conservation areas in accordance with the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. Conservation areas are defined as ‘areas of special
architectural or historic interest the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or
enhance’.
There are currently nine conservation areas within the Borough of Corby. Each place is unique, and
therefore, the characteristics that define it and which make it special, and its capacity to accept
change, need to be understood in order to positively manage its future.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) requires local planning authorities to have up-to- date
evidence about the historic environment in their area. Local planning authorities are required to define
and record the special characteristics of heritage assets within their areas.
The conservation area of Great Oakley was first designated in 1968 and up until now has not been
supported by a formal and public written record of the special and historic character. This document
meets the requirements placed on the local planning authority to define and record the special
architectural and historic interest of the conservation area and identify opportunities for
enhancement. The appraisal follows the guidance set out by Historic England in their document,
Understanding Place: Historic Area Assessments1 and the revised document Conservation Area
Designation, Appraisal and Management: Historic England Advice Note 12.

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Great Oakley lies just two miles to the south of the old village of Corby and until 1932 the two places
were similar sized agricultural villages. The large scale industrial development associated with the
production of iron and steel following the discovery of rich ironstone deposits has changed the
nature of the landscape and the relationship between the two settlements. As the town of Corby
has expanded southwards towards the village of Great Oakley the urban expansion has
compromised the separate identity of the village.
The history of the settlement of Great Oakley goes back to before the 12th Century when a manor and
parish was created. The church dates from the 13th Century and Oakley Great Hall dates from the 17th
Century and is on the site of a 15th Century building. The Hall and Church are set in mature parkland
with many fine trees, this parkland setting acts as a backdrop and is a key part to the character of the
village. Great Oakley has a notable history in the area and one which should be acknowledged and
celebrated via the conservation area. The village lies within the administrative area of Corby Borough
Council.
The original Conservation Area lies to the north and south of Harper’s Brook and to the west and
south of the parkland. The main part of the village lies to the north of Harper’s Brook and in this
area the former school was located, the school has closed and the building converted to a residential
property. This area has experienced the impact of new development and the boundary has been
compromised. The area to the south of Harpers Brook relates more strongly both visually and
1
2

Understanding Place – Historic Area Assessments, April 2017
Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management: Historic England Advice Note 1, February 2016
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functionally to the parkland and to the estate.
The distinctive, key characteristics of Great Oakley can be summarised as follows:


Old settlement pattern located on either side of Harper’s Brook



The parkland surrounding Great Oakley Hall embraces the village and provides the dominant
rural parkland character



The village is in two parts to the west and south of the parkland



The village to the west of the parkland boundary was the main hub of the settlement with
the former school and village hall



The southern part of the village relates visually and functionally to the estate with parkland
and fields surrounding the buildings



The northern part of the village retains its estate character via the homogenous green colour
used on the estate properties



Evidence of multiple phases of development and adaptation during the 18th and 19th Century



Gradually unfolding views along Brooke Road with attractive buildings providing the
character and appearance of the area



The opening out of the views at the entrance to the Church and Hall with views across the
parkland



The entrance to an old driveway to the Hall with grand stone piers at the junction of Brooke
Road, Mill Hill and Headway



Gradual unfolding of views along Woodlands Lane with views of the church in the distance
and the traditional buildings along the lane providing a sense of enclosure



The soft golden stone of the traditional building material laid in traditional form and pattern
for walls, roofs and boundaries giving a visual harmony and sense of pla
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1.

CONTEXT

1.1

Location, Topography and Geology

The village of Great Oakley is located to the north and south of Harper’s Brook. This brook once formed
the boundary to the ancient Rockingham Forest. The urban expansion of Corby surrounds the village
to the north and west. The impact of the urban expansion on the village is significant and has altered
the character and appearance in certain parts of the original conservation area. However the wider
impact of the parkland setting is still evident within the settlement and contributes significantly to the
character of the immediate surroundings and wider setting. Of particular importance are the long
views across to the church and hall. These landmarks punctuate the horizon and provide a dramatic
architectural statement and orientation point.
The landscape has established mature features in the parkland with individual trees, groups of trees,
hedgerows and stream, together creating a strong perception of harmony to the area. The
Northamptonshire Environmental Character Assessment includes the area in the Character Area
Limestone Valley Slopes. The key characteristics of the area include:










Transitional landscape displaying characteristics of surrounding landscape types
Limestone geology evident in local buildings
Expansive views to neighbouring landscapes
Predominance of arable land with isolated areas of improved pasture
Very sparse woodland
Fields generally enclosed by hedgerows
Small to medium sized pasture fields conspicuous surrounding villages
Villages display close relationship to landform in their morphology and orientation
The Limestone Valley Slopes Character area encompasses the tributary valleys of the Nene,
the most prominent of which is Harper’s Brook.

The Limestone Valley Slopes Character area encompasses the tributary valleys of the Nene, the most
prominent of which is Harper’s Brook. Harper’s Brook has carved a gentle valley sides and has a narrow
band of alluvial clay and silt bordering it; the brook is small with views obscured by undulating land
form and streamside vegetation.
The Harper’s Brook Character Area is the most westerly of the Limestone Valley Slopes. Characterising
the area is a general predominance of arable farmland.
The expansion of urban areas in recent years has resulted in the despoiling of some of the landscape
and settlement on the western edge of the settlement. Beyond this impact the village still makes a
contribution to the local landscape character and distinctiveness.
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1.2

Settlement Plan Form

The landscape in and around Great Oakley is linked to the area’s history as a Royal Hunting Forest.
Many of the settlements were established during the Saxon period around the edge of the area and
Harper’s Brook once formed the southern boundary of the ancient Rockingham Forest. The villages
including Great Oakley were originally small compact linear settlements, occupying the lower valley
slopes developed at right angles to the watercourse.
Great Oakley Hall and estate has been in the ownership of the de Capell Brooke family since 1575. The
limestone house was built in 1555 on the site of an earlier building, and from the 17th Century
successive generations of the Brooke family made alterations to it. Until the 20th Century the Brookes
dominated the economic, social, and religious life of the parish, and in 1555 demonstrated their
authority by incorporating the church and part of the village into the grounds of their newly built
mansion house Oakley Hall.
The expansion of Corby has impacted on the surrounding area of Great Oakley although the Hall,
church and parkland still provide a strong sense of place and have a strong influence on the character
of the area.

1.3

Statutory Designations

Conservation areas and listed buildings are protected under the 1990 Planning (Listed Building and
Conservation Areas) Act. This primary legislation requires proposals that need permission (planning
permission affecting a conservation area or listed building consent) to preserve or enhance their
special architectural or historic interest.
The boundary of the original conservation area as designated in 1968 is illustrated in Figure 1; the
revised conservation area approved in 2018 is illustrated in Figure 2.
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1.4

Planning Policy Context

Specific guidance relating to development within conservation areas can be found within the NPPF and
its accompanying practice guide which are published by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and
Local Government, at national government level. This embodies a holistic view of the historic
environment and is designed to ensure that decisions are not made in isolation without first
considering the significance of the particular aspects of the historic environment and then addressing
economic, social and environmental sustainability issues.
Heritage England guidance – Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management: Historic
England Advice Note 1 sets out ways to manage change in a way that conserves and enhances historic
areas through conservation area designation, appraisal and management.
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1.5

Setting

A cluster of traditional former farm buildings to the south of Harper’s Brook

View looking up Brooke Lane in the area to the north of Harper’s Brook
Until the expansion of Corby in the late 20th Century, Great Oakley was a small agricultural village with
a population of 200 in 1871. The main part of the village with the village hall and school were located
to the area north of the brook. To the south of Harper’s Brook where the post office was located the
village has always had a more agricultural character and function with a strong visual relationship with
the estate. The two parts of Great Oakley include examples of traditional buildings largely built of local
Lincolnshire limestone located either side of Woodlands Lane to the south of Harper’s Brook and
Brooke Lane to the north of the brook. The area to the north of Harper’s Brook followed a linear
settlement pattern with the area to the south being a more clustered settlement form.
The parkland of Great Oakley Hall dominates the views and provides a strong visual setting to the
village giving it a very special quality and sense of place.
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View approaching Great Oakley from Headland
The revised boundary for the conservation area includes an area of the parkland down to Harper’s
Brook. The brook, as a boundary of the royal hunting forest was key to the reason for the location of
the village. The views from the brook back towards the village illustrate how the historic settlement sits
in the parkland and how it provides an attractive backdrop. The parkland setting strongly contributes
to the character of the conservation area by providing it with an attractive and uninterrupted view of
the hall and church. The area of open field to the south of Woodlands Lane acts as an introduction to
the parkland and sets a gentle scene acting as a contrast to the encroaching urban development.

1.6

Archaeological Interest

Extensive early Iron-Age features were found in the north-east of the parish, close to the boundary
with Corby. Charcoal found in one of the pits was radiocarbon-dated to around 800 BC. An oval, bowlshaped depression nearby was almost certainly the remains of an ironworking furnace. To the northwest of the later village, near the boundary with Middleton, pottery of 7th to 4thCentury BC date,
indicative of settlement, was recovered from the boulder clay.
There is evidence that there was a Romano-British settlement in the area of Great Oakley. Large
quantities of pottery from the 1st and 2nd Centuries AD were found to the north-west of Oakley Lodge,
while other settlements on the boulder clay extended into Middleton and Beanfield Lawns.
An area of pottery, pits, and ditches along the course of the Kettering-Uppingham road to the north of
the later village may indicate another area of settlement, and a possible Roman building was reported
near the site of the nearby Spread Eagle public house. The most notable discovery, however, was of a
timber-framed aisled barn 37m long, on stone foundations, a short distance from the Iron-Age
settlement and furnace. The building was used from around 100-150 AD, and in the later 2nd Century a
circular hut was built across the barn’s south western corner. The floor surface included broken quern
stones, pottery, and ironwork, while three infant burials probably also belonged to this later phase.
Other Roman features found nearby included evidence of charcoal burning, and a small pit containing a
human cremation.
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There is some limited evidence of Anglo-Saxon settlement. Most likely the area was largely uninhabited
in the 5th to 8th Centuries, as occurred elsewhere on the boulder clay, and woodland was allowed to
regenerate. Oakley’s name is an Anglo-Saxon word meaning ‘oak clearing’, suggesting that the
settlement was formed when woodland clearance resumed, possibly in the 9thor 10th Century.
The heritage strategy for Corby3 suggests that “early settlement in the Corby area probably began in
the Bronze Age, and had developed significantly by the Iron Age, by which time the area was being
farmed and exploited for its natural mineral resources. When the Romans arrived they built a road
linking Leicester with the Roman town at Huntingdon which passed through what is now modern
Corby.

2.

ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT

2.1

Early Development

The medieval village developed on both sides of Harper’s Brook. Houses lay close together in a manner
characteristic of nucleated villages. In 1337, for example, a house and its adjoining croft (or garden) lay
between two similar properties, and extended back from the roadside to the ‘cowherd’s yard’. Another
row of houses stretched from the road to the edge of Harper’s Brook. On the south side, along
Woodlands Lane, houses formed a double row of tenements, most of which were probably laid out
over former open-field strips. By the mid 18th Century about 16 cottages and farmhouses were situated
there, including an alehouse and the parish workhouse. Settlement extended from the eastern end of
Woodlands Lane northwards to the brook, where a bridge (possibly timber-built) carried the main road
from Little Oakley into the grounds of Oakley Hall and the church.

2.2

Later Development

After 1800, when the Little Oakley road was diverted, the bridge was replaced by a ford and several
houses were removed, though the path remained in use. On the north side of Harper’s Brook, the area
between the 13th Century church and the stream was almost certainly settled in the Middle Ages. A
double row of tenements, parallel to Woodlands Lane, may have existed, suggesting that the medieval
village originated as a single-loop settlement straddling the brook, similar to the northern loop at
Corby. Surviving earthworks reveal the sites of former buildings, which may have been abandoned
following late medieval population decline or as a result of the building of Oakley Hall in 1555 and the
extension of its grounds. By the mid 18th Century only two houses lay along the road to the south of the
church, with another three at its western end, all of which were removed between 1800 and 1820.
By the mid 18th century to the north of Harper’s Brook was the most populous part of the village.
Following enclosure, settlement was extended northwards with the building of the impressive Home
Farm in a former ancient close.
Historically fishponds lay in the valley of the brook, and later served as an osier bed. Also there are
ornamental ponds in the grounds of Oakley Hall included as an 18th Century feature known as the
Oakley canal, these features lie outside the Conservation Area but are reminders of the importance of
the brook to the development of the village. Monk’s well, named from its use by Pipewell Abbey, lay to
the south of the stream next to Bridge Farm, and was the village’s main source of water.

3

A Heritage Strategy for Corby Borough, February 2006
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1885 Ordnance Survey Map

2.3

20th Century Development

The 20th Century changed the landscape of the area when it was dramatically altered by the large-scale
industrialisation associated with the production of iron and steel following the discovery of rich
ironstone deposits. Great Oakley has been drawn into the expanding new town of Corby as it spread
southwards, eventually being incorporated firstly into Corby urban district in 1967 and in 1993 into
Corby Borough.
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1953 Ordnance Survey Map

3.

ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORIC QUALITY

There are no listed buildings within the boundary of the conservation area of Great Oakley. There are
examples of traditional buildings built in the 18th and 19th Century largely built of the local limestone.
The limestone was exposed along Harper’s Brook and extensively quarried nearby at Stanion and
Weldon. Early photographs show that many cottages and houses were thatched in the late 19th and
early 20thCentury, although tiles and slates were increasingly used as a replacement. There are a
number of examples of Collyweston slate roofs with swept verges and raised corbelled gables.
Home Farm, built in 1787 at the north end of the village is an example of a building from the 18th
Century. Its façade, of limestone with ashlar dressings, is of two storeys and three bays, to which a
gabled porch was added in 1849. Another surviving building is the former post office in Woodlands
Lane. Of two storeys, its first-floor windows were originally framed by an overhanging thatched roof,
with brick chimney stack.
The green colour adopted by the Oakley Hall Estate on the doors, fences and garden gates of estate
buildings enhances the traditional vernacular architecture of the buildings providing a visual continuity.
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Traditional cottages in local stone on Brooke Lane
The stone cottages on Brooke Lane retain their original casement window openings, central brick
chimney stack and green doors.

Traditional cottages and outhouses off Brooke Road
The short row of traditional stone cottages off Brooke Road have a retained the stone and brick
outhouses at the rear forming a pleasing group and a reminder of former domestic utilities.
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Village Hall and former school
The village hall was erected in 1921 by Sir Arthur R. de Capell Brooke for the villagers to use for social
activities. It is built in wood panels adding to the rural character and appearance of the area. The
building is set back from the frontage of Brooke Lane with an area of greensward surrounding it,
adding to the pleasant contribution it makes to the street scene.

The Village Hall and surrounding green area on the corner of Brooke Road
The former village school building is in local stone with attractive cast iron multi paned windows and a
steep tiled roof. The building is located close to the back of pavement and forms an important sense of
enclosure to the street scene, leading the eye down towards the lower part of the village.

Former village school with stone wall framing the view south down towards the village
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Gatepiers at the former west entrance to Oakley Hall
The limestone ashlar gatepiers with stone balustrade and attached iron railings form an attractive and
pleasing former entrance to the west of Oakley Hall. The gates gave access to the west drive which led
across the park to the church and hall passing over Harper Brook via a bridge. This access is no longer
in use.

Traditional farm outbuildings on Woodland Lane
The village included several notable farms which are relics of a much more extensive farming village:
Woodhouse Farm, Brooklyn Farm and Home Farm with their associated farm buildings are indicative of
the importance of farming to the local economy before the 20th Century. These groups of buildings on
Woodhouse Lane form a mixture of different types of agricultural buildings which combine to create an
interesting, varied and yet integrated street scene adding to the character and interest of this part of
Great Oakley.
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3.1

Traditional Materials and Details

3.1.1 Stone
The traditional palette of materials used for building in the village mainly came from locally quarried
limestone as the most common building material; this has created a unity and cohesion that adds to
the character of the village, as seen particularly along Woodland Lane and Brooke Lane. The stone was
quarried locally and some would have been sourced from the banks of Harper’s Brook where seams of
local stone were found. The Strategic Stone Study: A Building Stone Atlas of Northamptonshire4
explains that the all surface stone in Northamptonshire are marine sediments of Jurassic Age,
approximately 190 to 145 million years old. There is a considerable diversity of building stones present
from local varieties and the Lincolnshire Limestone Formation extends into this part of
Northamptonshire. The stone is fine-grained, sandy limestone that may contain dispersed ooids. The
limestone is used in combination with brick in some of the buildings in Great Oakley as evident on the
former outbuildings in Brooke Lane. The likely source of the limestone is Stanion Stone, named after a
local village.
The local limestone (from the Lower Lincolnshire Limestone) is also used for walling, and door and
window dressings. It is sometimes mixed with the ironstone that produces a contrast as in the former
school with ashlar quoins and window surrounds. The stone walls have a variety of copings including
stone and blue tile.

Local stone used in walls and buildings

3.1.2 Roofing
Several buildings are roofed with traditional Collyweston limestone slate roofs reinforcing the
traditional character of the buildings and adds quality and richness to the character of the village.
Ordinary village houses mostly were thatched in the 17th and 18th Centuries using ‘long straw thatch’
(corn or wheat straw). Most roofs in the villages were covered in Swithland slate during the 19th and
20th Centuries because of their lower cost replacing all previously thatched roofed buildings in the
village. The slate came from nearby Swithland in Leicestershire available after 1800. This was the local
equivalent of Welsh blue-slate found throughout the country after the coming of the railways in the 2nd
half of the 19th Century. Brick has also been used in the village, although in this area it was not much
4

Strategic Stone Study – A Building Stone Atlas of Northamptonshire, December 2017
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used before the 19th Century. There is an example of pantiles used on the outbuildings in Field
Cottages.

3.1.3 Windows
The traditional windows in the cottages are side hung casements mainly in timber although there are
good examples of cast iron windows on a property in Brooke Lane with small central casements. The
elaborate cast iron windows found in the former school gives the building a unique and attractive
character.

3.1.4 Boundary walls, gates and railings
Around the village, including the approach roads there are local stone boundary walls. These provide
an enclosure to the street and add to the traditional character and appearance of the village. The walls
are mainly stone with examples of copings built with the same materials, and many with blue tile
copings. The gatepiers and stone balustrades with timber gates at the west of the park is a former
gateway to a drive up to Oakley Hall, the gatepiers and entrance with the backdrop of the park provide
a distinctive entrance to the village on the approach down Headway and set the scene for the
settlement.

4.

SPATIAL ANALYSIS AND AREA APPRAISAL

Figure 3 (a) and 3 (b) overleaf capture the spatial analysis of the conservation area including the
significant views; open spaces; landmarks; positive buildings; neutral buildings; important nodes;
glimpse views and negative areas.
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The Spatial Analysis and Appraisal Map Figure 3 (a) and 3 (b) annotated with the following terms, as
listed and described in the Glossary. The photographs are included as examples of description of the
text.
Significant views – these views are limited to the best defining and most memorable views of Great
Oakley. They are generally broad and often panoramic, sometimes linking subjects to the middle
distance and far horizon.
Glimpse views – these are views confined by the presence of buildings or trees. They offer a glimpse of
something interesting in the distance, often viewed down a pathway, an open space between trees or
over roof tops. It may be a glimpse of a landmark, or an interesting feature
Open Space – these are elements of the settlement which have a strong historic interest as open
space. This should not be taken to imply that other open areas are not of landscape value or of value
as open spaces on amenity grounds.
Landmarks – landmarks are structures that because of either size or design stand out
Neutral Buildings – these buildings are often 20th Century buildings that are unobtrusive, and usually
respect the topography, scale, materials and detail of the surrounding built form. Neutral buildings are
also occasionally older properties that have been heavily altered and, for this reason, no longer
preserve the character of the conservation area.
Positive Buildings – positive buildings are those that are of special architectural or historic interest,
either as individual structures or as part of a collective group, and make a strong contribution to the
character of the conservation area.
Important Nodes - a point of visual connection in the village

4.1

Significant Views

The views across the park to the church and Oakley Hall dominate the village providing a sense of being
in an open rural parkland area providing a backdrop to the village and establish the character and
appearance of the area and the setting of the village. The parkland is important to the village and sets
up a relationship between the part of the village to the south of Harper’s Brook and the main part of
the village to the north of the brook. The parkland and Harper’s Brook are key components to the
structure and visual organisation of the settlement.
The long views that are important and other vantage points are from Woodlands Lane looking north
towards the church and the hall, with Harper’s Brook in the shallow valley allowing views across to the
historic buildings. Equally important are the views from Harper’s Brook back towards Woodland Lane
with the former farm buildings providing a backdrop to the view across the park.
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View from footpath along Brooke Road
A footpath runs alongside Brooke Road and the edge of the park, from here there is an impressive
panoramic view across to the hall and church. From the same vantage point the view looks up Brooke
Lane towards the village with the distant roofscape and the open field in view.

View from the footpath looking over the roof tops
Elsewhere, within the village to the north of Harper’s Brook the views are enclosed within the street
scene and only open out around the junction of Brooke Road, Church Drive and Harpers Close.

4.2

Open Spaces

The park provides the dominant open space providing the setting for the village and it plays a
significant role in its location and development. The junction of Brooke Road, Church Close and Harpers
Close has an open aspect with the buildings set back in areas of grass and trees, Harper’s Brook running
through the site with banks of vegetation all adding to the sense of open space at this key node in the
street scene, this is much like a village green and adds much to the quality of the conservation area.
This adds to the rural character of the village that only gradually fills with buildings built on both sides
of the street as it progresses in a northerly direction along the street
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View of Harpers Brook flowing into the park
The approach roads to Great Oakley include Brooke Road from Corby to the north of the village where
the street scene is enclosed by cottages, the former Home Farm and the former school, hedges and
stone walls. The character emerges of a traditional village with the view opening out at the junction
with Church Close and where the first view of the park emerges. The views are then dominated by the
park to the east of the main access route through the village heading south to the next junction where
Brooke Lane meets Headway and Woodland Lane.

The junction of Brooke Lane, Church Close and Harpers Close
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Junction of Brooke Lane, Headway and Woodlands Lane

View across the park

4.3. Trees
There are several groups of trees within the conservation area that have a Tree Preservation Order.
These are illustrated in Figure 4.
In addition to Tree Preservation Orders, Conservation Area designation provides all trees with a stem
diameter of 75mm and above measured 1.5 metre above ground level with a measure of protection.
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5.

NEGATIVE FACTORS

As part of the assessment of character, a number of negative factors have been identified. By
highlighting these issues, we can identify priorities for future improvement and enhancement when
the opportunity arises.

5.1

20th Century development

The progressive development of Corby as an expanding town has had an impact on the village of Great
Oakley. Where the new development has taken place between Headway and Harpers Close, west of
traditional properties on Brooke Road and to the north of Hay Close, the original character of the
village has been eroded and the rural character challenged.

5.2

Areas of untidy land

Areas of untidy land detract from the overall rural character and if left unchecked can lead to a
disintegration of the appearance of the area.
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5.3

Windows

The loss of original windows and their replacement with white-plastic UPVC windows has happened on
occasions throughout the conservation area. While many try and copy the original small-paned design
they often feature top-hinged openers instead of sashes or side-hung casements; this fundamentally
changes the character of the building, the street and the conservation area and results in the loss of
historic fabric and glazing.

5.4

Poor Maintenance or Repair

There is evidence on some buildings of the use of ‘strap pointing’, indicative of hard cement mortars
used on sandstone, instead of lime mortars. This kind of pointing can only be achieved by using cement
rich mortar and invariably leads to damage to the stone, and is unsightly, often at the expense of
traditional, historic character of stonework.
A few houses have been re-roofed using concrete tiles and reconstituted slate. These are detrimental
to the character of the village. These roofs disrupt the visual character by having a uniformity and
regular bond unlike natural stone or slate, which is rippled and uneven in texture and laid in courses of
diminishing size.

6.

GENERAL CONDITION OF THE AREA

6.1

Buildings and their current condition

Overall the condition of the buildings in the conservation area is very good with no identifiable
buildings at risk.

6.2

Public Realm

The general tarmac road and pavement and path surfaces provide a neutral appearance to the
conservation area.

7.

PROBLEMS, PRESSURES AND CAPACITY FOR CHANGE

7.1

Loss of Building Details

A number of dwellings within the conservation area retain their original timber sash windows while a
number of others have replacement white UPVC windows with stuck on glazing bars. Where original
windows survive on the older 18th and 19th Century cottages these are ‘at risk’ from alteration and
25

replacement that could damage the integrity of the building and the character of the conservation
area.

7.2

Car Parking

The village is on the whole well served with off street parking although there is some evidence of on
street parking. On street parking can interrupt the character and appearance of the area and should be
avoided wherever possible.

8.

CONSERVATION AREA BOUNDARY REVIEW

Local Planning Authorities have a duty to periodically review their conservation areas and their
boundaries. During the appraisal process a review of the boundary has been undertaken.
The process of reviewing the conservation area boundary involves looking objectively at all areas and
identifying whether there are any areas where the character has been significantly damaged or altered
by modern development. Cancellation of designation should be considered where an area or part of an
area is no longer considered to possess the special interest which led to its original designation.
The original Conservation Area lies to the north and south of Harper’s Brook and to the west and south
of Oakley Hall parkland. The main part of the village is to the north of Harper’s Brook. The impact of
new development is most evident in this area and the original conservation area boundary has been
compromised. The area to the south of Harper’s Brook relates both visually and functionally to the
parkland and to the wider estate and the impact of new development has not compromised the
appearance or character of the area. However, there are modifications to the boundary to define and
improve the relationship between the buildings and the parkland.
To highlight and describe the changes to the conservation area boundary key areas have been
highlighted.
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Boundary Changes
Key Area 1
Harper’s Brook is important to the location and history of the village and remains a dominant physical
feature requiring to be incorporated into the conservation area. The contribution made by Harper’s
Brook to the parkland and the long views back into the village are important to the setting of the
settlement and for this reason the boundary has been drawn on the south bank of the brook and
follows the brook due east to the bridge.
At the bridge the boundary follows the estate access road due south where it then follows the original
boundary to the field boundary south of the estate buildings.
The area to the south of Harper’s brook maintains the estate character and relates visually to the
parkland. The original boundary has no relationship to any feature on the ground and gives no credible
meaning to a boundary either visually or functionally. Harper’s Brook is a key landscape feature of the
settlement providing both visual and topographical feature to the area and maintains fine long view
into the parkland area.
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Key Area 2
The boundary changes are drawn to achieve an area that has a coherent historic character and
appearance. The amended boundary excludes the development between Headway and the small road
known as Field Cottages. The boundary is drawn to the north of Field Cottages to include the
traditional 19th Century buildings associated with the village and its history and where the street scene
has not been eroded by new development. The removal of the modern development from the area is
done to maintain the character and appearance of the area.

Key Area 3, 4 and 5
The western boundary follows the domestic boundary of the 19th Century buildings to Harper’s Brook
and then along the north edge of the brook to the edge of the group of TPO trees then due north
following the boundary at the back of the traditional brick outhouses and continues north along the
rear garden boundaries of the properties on Brooke Road. The boundary then goes due east to meet
the junction with Home Farm Close and then due north along the eastern side of Brooke Road.

Key Area 6
The boundary includes numbers 1, 3, 5 and 7 Brooke Road with the boundary following the rear garden
area of the properties and then follows the side garden boundary of no 7. Home Farm and the
outbuildings are included in the boundary. From the rear of no 3 Home Farm Close the boundary
follows the original boundary and no changes are proposed until Harper’s Brook. Here the parkland
begins to dominate the area with fine views to the church and the hall.

9.

CONSERVATION AREA MANAGEMENT PLAN

9.1

Introduction

A conservation area management plan explains in detail how the special character of the conservation
area will be preserved or enhanced through recognition of threats, pro-active management and local
commitment, supplemented with programmes and guidance. It complements the conservation area
appraisal, which defines the special characteristics that contribute towards the special architectural
and historic interest of the settlements. The aim of the management plan is to ensure that Great
Oakley Conservation area becomes a sustainable settlement, enabling lasting investment, promoting
high quality timeless design, and creating the conditions to enable local businesses to thrive and reinvest in the historic fabric
Conservation area designation is the primary means by which the distinctive qualities of Great Oakley
can be safeguarded. Designation alone, however, will not secure the preservation and enhancement of
the village and active management is vital to ensure that Great Oakley can adapt and develop in a
positive way.

9.2

Planning Policies

The North Northamptonshire Sustainable Design SPD provides clear advice on the creation of high
quality developments that have minimum environmental impact, and for new developments to reach a
‘Building for Life’ Standard. It highlights the need for developments to promote character; reinforcing
locally distinctive patterns of development, and that in historic village areas such as Great Oakley,
urban form characterisation should inform the design of all new proposed developments.
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9.4

Recognition of importance

The conservation area Spatial Appraisal map (figure 3b) shows buildings that make a positive
contribution to the conservation area. In the areas defined by the conservation area boundary there
are examples of traditional buildings which retain some of the original features and make an important
contribution to the character and appearance of the conservation area.

9.5

Issues and implementation

The buildings in Great Oakley are generally in a reasonable state of repair. Many of the elevations of
the buildings are of local limestone, or on occasion of brick, and the stone is the dominant
characteristic of the villages. The stone surface can be damaged or disfigured by painting or rendering,
which is not easily reversed without damaging the surface of the stone. A number of properties have
had this treatment and the result is intrusive in the conservation area.
The changes to boundary treatments, with the loss of stone or lack of repair of stone walls, or
replacement with timber fences or other alien materials is perhaps the most damaging of alterations in
the conservation area, and they can be difficult to reinstate on a piecemeal basis.
The loss of boundary walls or use of inappropriate materials is a threat to the character of the
conservation area. The stone walls are an important part of the character of the area providing
important enclosure, defining the space and providing unity to the street scene.
Historic street signs and directional markers add to the character of a conservation area and should be
retained.
As part of ongoing good practice the Borough Council works closely with the Highways Authority to
integrate services, traffic management and the practical requirements of managing the towns and
villages in the Corby area. Utility companies will be required to consider the implications of altering
services or digging service trenches. Maintaining an attractive public realm can help to reinforce the
historic development pattern and the hierarchy of spaces. Close working between the Borough Council,
Northamptonshire County Council, statutory undertakers and private individuals will ensure that the
quality of the streetscape respects conservation significance and will build on place shaping principles
promoted in the Joint Core Strategy and echoed in the Manual for Streets.
All trees in conservation areas are protected if they have a stem diameter of 75 millimetres measured
at 1.5 metres from ground level. In general, it is an offence under the Town and Country Planning Act
1990 for anyone to undertake work to a tree in a conservation area without giving the Council six
weeks written prior notice. The notice period is for the Council to decide if the tree(s) should be
protected from proposed work by a TPO. There are a number of groups of trees in Great Oakley that
are protected by TPO’s – as indicated on Figure 4

9.6 Opportunities for enhancement
This part of the Management Plan is all encompassing - it involves not just the commitment of the local
authority but also sets out aspirations for the involvement of property owners and their professional
advisers in managing and maintaining Great Oakley’s valuable heritage.
New development should consider the quality of the local traditional materials as a benchmark for the
standard of materials to be adopted for new development in the conservation area. The use of
traditional materials, colours and textures in new and exciting ways, making use of local suppliers, local
materials, skilled craftspeople, and traditional trades will all be actively encouraged. New development
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and redevelopment of existing buildings should respect the existing building lines or reinstate them
where historical map evidence exists.
The traditional buildings and principal landmarks within the conservation area are identified in Figure
3b. They reflect the historic development of the village and form a key part to the history and
character, and together with the appraisal of the area identifying key views and landmarks are the
most potent and coherent reminders of history and sense of place. New development will need to
consider the impact and wider setting of each of these landmarks, as part of glimpsed views as well as
the panoramic setting of the village, and how they not only appear in current views, but how they
could be enhanced in new views. Redevelopment proposals which block or detrimentally affect views
of the key local landmarks should not be approved unless there are over- riding public benefits arising
from the proposed development.
Sites beyond the conservation area boundary still have the potential to affect the setting of the
conservation area and this will need to be considered in any redevelopment proposal.

9.7 Planning Measures & Statutory Powers
The Local Planning Authority has certain powers under the Planning Acts to take action in conservation
areas, many of which are rarely used or used in exceptional circumstances. On occasion, one of these
powers may be needed to protect the historic environment where there is a significant threat. These
include:






Withdrawal of Permitted Development Rights (Article 4 Direction)
Amenity of Land Notice (Section 215)
Urgent Works Notice (Unlisted Buildings)
Compulsory Purchase Order
Planning Enforcement Notice

Withdrawal of Permitted Development Rights (Article 4 Direction)
The conservation area appraisal identifies changes to properties in the settlements that have resulted
in negative impact on its character and appearance some of which are the result of permitted
development. The Council maintains the right to serve an Article 4 Direction if deemed appropriate to
protect the special character of the conservation area.
Amenity of Land Notice (Section 215)
Local authorities have the power to serve a section 215 notice on the owner (or occupier) of any land
or building where the condition is adversely affecting the amenity of the area. The notice requires the
person responsible to clean up the site or building, or the authority may carry out works and reclaim
the costs. This can be particularly affective at addresses which have ongoing amenity issues within
conservation areas.
Urgent Works Notice (Unlisted Buildings)
If the condition of a historic building is at imminent risk, Section 54 the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 Act enables the Local Planning Authority to carry out urgent works
following notice to the owner. These powers can be used in respect of unoccupied parts of both listed
and unlisted buildings in conservation areas. In the case of the latter, this can only be employed by
agreement of the Secretary of State, advised by Historic England. The powers are used to address
emergency repairs to ensure the building is weather tight and safe from collapse.
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Planning Enforcement Notice
The local planning authority has powers to enforce against unauthorised development. A breach of
planning control can include the carrying out of development without the required planning permission
or failing to comply with any condition included in a planning permission.
Proposed enhancement schemes
In general, the Council seeks to preserve and where possible, enhance the special interest of its
heritage assets, including conservation areas. This includes the preservation, restoration or
enhancement of historic buildings, the enhancement of the public realm and the sympathetic
redevelopment of sites that currently detract from the character and appearance of the conservation
area.
The Spatial Appraisal Figure 3b highlighted a number of negative sites where a scheme of improvement
would be to the benefit of the area. These improvements might take the form of a more sensitive
handling of a roof profile or replacement or reinstatement of stone wall. These changes could be
included in a future enhancement action plan.
Every encouragement will be given to property owners to replace any non- traditional fenestration and
doors with traditional timber framed sash windows on street frontages where they have been lost or
replaced by artificial products, and the installation of suitably designed timber doors and door frames
based on original details found in the villages.
Historic Buildings
For the maintenance of historic buildings within the conservation area a detailed Maintenance Guide
has been produced (Appendix 1). This guide will be made available to property owners in the
conservation area. The guide incorporates step-by-step notes on how to carry out an inspection and
how to plan a cyclical programme of inspections. It also provides detailed advice on the appropriate
repair of the specific details and building materials found within the conservation area, as well as a list
of sources for materials and where to go for further advice.
Archaeology and new Development
Development proposals should take into account the potential for remains of archaeological interest.
Professional advice should be sought and appropriate assessment undertaken.
Such assessment in the first instance is likely to be a desk-based assessment, possibly with an
accompanying or later field evaluation. It is important that any records made are deposited with the
Historic Environment Record (HER) in Northampton.
Following such on-site archaeological evaluation, and dependent on a positive result or
recommendation, the Local Planning Authority is likely to require further archaeological works of
investigation.
Cyclical Maintenance
Lack of maintenance is one of the main reasons why old buildings deteriorate. Maintenance essentially
means preventing rainwater getting in where it can cause harm.
There are a number of cyclical tasks required which will enable on-going monitoring and the
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opportunity to identify and deal swiftly with any defects. For example, clearing out gutters and
decorating at high level are the kind of tasks which can help in identifying issues early on.
Extensions and new development
It is important that any new proposals complement the traditional settlement form and historic street
lay-out of the conservation area, and the character of adjacent buildings by:






Being set back from the frontage rather than forward of it; if on a street it may be better to be inline with it so as to maintain the property line.
Being subservient to adjacent properties as a small cottage property, rather than a larger
detached executive-type of dwelling
Respect the local vernacular style of the village buildings
Being no larger than 2 storeys in height, but preferably 1 ½ storey with dormers cut through the
eaves of the roof.
Carefully considered car-parking provision, or spaces defined within the layout of the drives and
landscaping. These should be indicated on a site-plan accompanying the application.

Extensions to existing properties
The style and scale of an extension will be largely dependent on the size of the original building. In
general extensions on the sides of buildings that front the street shall be built against the gable ends
with either a lean-to roof, and preferably set back slightly from the front of the property, or with a
pitched gabled roof also set back from the front of the existing building and lower than its ridge line.
There are many local examples in the villages around Corby and throughout the Northamptonshire
area. Some properties feature side extensions with additional lower roofed lean-to extensions built on
to them providing an organic development character that is considered a suitable model. A design that
keeps the integrity of the original design of the house and its façade and clearly creates a new
extension that is subservient to the original but compliments the original design and is subtly linked to
it is desired.
Rear extensions should not dominate the original building, should adopt the same or similar materials
to the original building for both the walls and the roof. The fenestration and doors should reflect the
style and form of the original building or complement in a contemporary way the openings and style of
the original building.
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Examples of where good design principles have been used for extensions to existing houses
In designing an extension to an existing property the most common issues the designer will need to
address are:
Scale – garages and outbuildings should be subservient in scale to the house. The proportions of the
building should respect those of the house. Wide double garages are a suburban feature that will rarely
compliment the proportions and character of a property in the conservation area.
Neighbours – large buildings can have an overbearing or enclosing effect on neighbouring gardens.
Avoid introducing windows to garden structures that will overlook the neighbouring garden or house.
Materials – traditionally, domestic outbuildings would have been constructed from the same materials
as the house. This general principle should be followed although there will be scope for introducing
materials like glass, timber and steel providing they are used sensitively and complement the character
of the house and area.
11. USEFUL INFORMATION AND CONTACT DETAILS
For advice about this appraisal or any further information please contact Planning Services, One Stop
Shop, The Corby Cube, George Street, Corby NN17 1QG. Tel: 01536 464158
Email: planning.services@corby.gov.uk
National Organisations: Historic England, East Midlands Region,
https://www.historicengland.org.uk/advice/planning/planning-system/

tel:

01604

735400

Guidance on living in a conservation area is available at: http://www.corby.gov.uk/home/planningand-building- control/planning-policy/conservation-heritage/living-conservation-area
The https://www.victoriacountyhistory.ac.uk/ website is a good source of local history information
and their contribution is acknowledged.
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APPENDIX 1:
CYCLICAL MAINTENANCE CHART
Building

Maintenance task

Frequency

March/April

Sept/Oct

yes

yes

element
Roof areas

Inspect roof areas from safely Twice a year
accessible high points, using a
ladder strapped securely, the
bottom of the ladder footed and
held by a second person.

Slate roofs

Slate roofs Inspect for slipped, annual
cracked, displaced and broken
slates. Replace to match, to the
same dimensions and head-lap,
using either “tingles”, or carry
out permanent repair with slate
to match.

yes

Tiled roofs

Tiled roofs Inspect for slipped, annual
cracked, displaced and broken
slates. Replace to match, to the
same dimensions and head-lap,
using either “tingles”, or carry
out permanent repair with slate
to match.

yes

Ridges

Inspect ridges with binoculars annual
and check for displaced mortar
on roof surface, in gutters or on
the ground

yes

Rainwater Disposal
Building

Maintenance task

Frequency
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March/April

Sept/Oct

element
Rainwater
goods

Inspection from ground level Twice a year
Check for leaks, blockages,
overspill, faulty joints, wet
(cast iron or
masonry. Check fixings. Note
cast aluminium) faults
and
arrange
for
maintenance and repair.

Yes

yes

Rainwater
gutters

From a secure ladder, clear
Twice a year
gutters, sumps and downpipes of
debris and removed leaf litter.
Rod if necessary. Check all
connections and fixings are
secure.

yes

yes

Building

Maintenance task

March/April

Sept/Oct

yes

Frequency

element
Walls generally

Remove any vegetation (e.g. ivy Twice a year
and self-seeded plants) from
principal walls and within a
metre of the main walls. Tackle
perennial weeds with a systemic
weedkiller

yes

Brickwork

Check for any cracks, dropped annually
arches, missing areas of
pointing, mossy growth or wet
patches Arrange for permanent
repair within next 12 months

yes

Render

Check for any signs of cracking of annually
masonry or loss of adhesion
(i) Cleaning and washing render
(ii) Washed down water-based
paint or mineral paint using a
mild detergent every 5 years

yes

Copings and
parapets

Inspect from the ground and
accessible high points. Note any
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annually

yes

signs of movement or areas
where
joints
are
open.
Programme repair within next 69 months
Ventilation

Inspect ventilation grilles, ducts, annually
and air bricks & remove any
obstructions, such as plants,
weeds, leaf litter and soil

yes

Windows

Inspect sash windows and other annually
windows and repair any
damaged glass/cracked panes.
Replace any missing putty with
acrylic or linseed oil putty

yes

Re-paint windows and doors 5-7
years
Sash windows - removing staff
beads and parting beads, re-cord
sashes with existing weights,
ease sashes
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Listed Building - a listed building is one that has been placed on the Statutory List of Buildings of Special
Architectural or Historic Interest.
More information is available on:
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/listed-buildings/
Conservation Area – an area of special architectural or historic interest, the character and appearance
of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance.
National Planning Policy Framework NPPF – sets out government’s planning policies for England and
how these are expected to be applied. http://www.gov.uk
Spatial Analysis – a technique used to study and understand the landform and settlement pattern of
an area
Area Appraisal – a tool used to develop a character mapping for an area to help inform the review
process
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